Aim Assessment of the visualization of titanium and ceramic dental implants using various isotropic three-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) methods.
Introduction
12.4 % of 65 -74-year-olds have no teeth [1] . Due to the importance of implants for oral rehabilitation after the loss of natural teeth [2] , preoperative imaging is required for optimal treatment planning with maximum risk reduction and predictability of longterm success [3, 4] . MRI could play an important role here due to the visualization of soft-tissue structures [5] .
The biggest problem with respect implant care is the risk of peri-implant infection. Implant loss [7] is increasingly being seen as a result of the growing prevalence of peri-implantitis [6] . Therefore, early visualization of peri-implant infections is important. The current gold standard for the visualization of implants is based on X-ray methods such as the panoramic radiograph (▶ Fig. 1a ) and the classic bitewing X-ray (▶ Fig. 1b, c) .
Although implants can be effectively visualized with these classic methods, relevant information along the direction of projection is lost as a result of the two-dimensional measurement technique. Therefore, studies are increasingly focusing on three-dimensional diagnostic imaging methods [3, 4] . With respect to the prevalence of peri-implant infections and their consequences, the S3 guidelines come to the conclusion that the prevention of peri-implantitis is cheaper than the treatment of the disease. Therefore, the authors of the guidelines feel that three-dimensional imaging (primarily DVT) can be used for the visualization of advanced and complex lesions, for treatment planning and for treatment decisions [8] .
However, DVT imaging seems to be problematic with respect to the evaluation of osseointegration. In addition to the radiation exposure for the patient, it is often not possible to evaluate inflammatory processes due to the limited soft-tissue contrast and to visualize the implant interface due to artifacts in the case of both titanium and ceramic implants (▶ Fig. 2 ).
Due to the high-contrast visualization of soft tissues, MRI represents an attractive radiation-free alternative here [4, 5, 9 -14] . However, the MRI method is limited by its sensitivity to metals and the resulting artifacts [2, 15] . In most cases, titanium implants could not be evaluated, while ceramic implants were artifact-free (▶ Fig. 3) .
A strong dependence of the resulting artifacts on the dental material and the sequence was observed [14, 16 -21] .
To evaluate the applicability of MRI for visualizing an implant after implantation, various three-dimensional MR measurement sequences (spin echo (SE), gradient echo (GE), ultrashort TE (UTE)) with isotropic spatial resolution were compared with re-spect to artifacts for titanium and ceramic implants in the present study.
Materials and Methods

Implants
In total, 8 (2 ceramic (#1, #8), 6 titanium (#2 -#7)) different implant types were examined (see ▶ Table 1 ). In three cases, multiple implants (#3: 7; #6: 3; #8: 6) of the same type were examined, with implants from two different lots being included in cases #3 and #8. To achieve conditions that were as realistic as possible, all implants were removed from sterile packaging and sterilized immediately prior to the experiment. Each implant was embedded in agarose (SERVA ® tablets (Serva, Heidelberg), 0.5 g/tablet, molecular biology grade) in a sealable transparent specimen container and then examined using the standardized MR protocol.
MRmeasurement protocol
All data were recorded on a clinical 3 T whole-body MRI unit (Achieva 3 T, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). For the measurement, the embedded implants were fixed to a segment of a 2 × 2-channel carotid coil in random orientation. The measurement protocol included spatially isotropically resolved three-dimensional sequences. A T1-weighted turbo spin echo (SE) sequence and a corresponding steady-state gradient echo (FFE) sequence were used as the clinically established sequences. In addition, an ultrashort TE (UTE) sequence was examined as a special technique for reducing metal-induced signal cancellation [21] . Detailed acquisition parameters are provided in ▶ Table 2 .
Data analysis
The sequences and implants were compared based on the measured volumes of the implants including signal cancellation in the acquired volume datasets. These were segmented using a regiongrowing technique semiautomatically via ITK Snap ® Version 2.2.0. To facilitate segmentation, seed points were manually set in the region of the implants to support the region-growing algorithm. The various implants and measurement techniques were compared by determining the relative error in comparison to the real implant volumes provided by the manufacturers.
Statistical significance was determined using a two-sided paired student's t-test. Differences with p-values less than 0.05 were considered significant. 
Results
The measurements were successfully performed for all implants. ▶ Fig. 4 shows an example of the central layer of a titanium and a ceramic implant visualized with the investigated MR techniques.
Significant artifacts and deformations were observed for all titanium implants. Even if a dependence of the resulting artifacts on the orientation of the implant was observed, it was not possible to evaluate the direct periphery of the implants in any of the examined cases. Extensive artifacts, as observed for example in DVT (▶ Fig. 2a ), were not seen. Artifacts were limited to the immediate vicinity of the implants.
No artifacts were observed in the case of the ceramic implants and the periphery of the implants was also able to be effectively evaluated. Any limitations are the result of the moderate spatial resolution of 0.5³ mm³.
The quantitative analysis of the implants is summarized in Tables 3 -7. The direct comparison of the quantified volumes in the MR data with the theoretical values (titanium, ▶ Table 3 ; ceramic, ▶ Table 5 ) and the resulting relative errors (titanium, ▶ Table 4 ; ceramic, ▶ Table 6 ) highlight the qualitative impression of the images. Regardless of the measurement sequence, an average relative error of more than 1000 % was observed for the titanium implants. Average errors of only 5 % were seen for the ceramic implants. Among the MR measurement sequences, significant differences were seen between FFE and SE (p < 0.001) as well as UTE and SE (p < 0.01) but not between FFE and UTE (p = 0.47) for the titanium implants. No significant differences were seen for the ceramic implants.
The direct comparison between the theoretical implant volume and the MRI measurements is highly significant (p < 0.001) for all titanium implants and measurement sequences. Significant differences for FFE (p < 0.05) and SE (p < 0.05) but not for UTE (p = 0.06) were observed for the ceramic implants.
The means and standard deviation of the implants that were investigated multiple times (#3, #6, #8) are shown in ▶ Table 7 . Significant variation was also seen in the results for the titanium implants that were measured several times. Interestingly, the greatest variations occurred in the SE sequence, while the smallest amount of variation was seen in the FFE sequence.
Discussion
The use of MRI for the three-dimensional visualization of titanium and ceramic implants and the surrounding structures was examined on the basis of various MR sequences. Interestingly, the greatest variation and also the greatest errors for all implant types were seen in the case of the SE technique. UTE and FFE did not show significant differences. Significant differences were only observed in the case of the titanium implants. This is most likely due to the strong magnetic field interference caused by the titanium ▶ implants, which, in connection with the low bandwidth of the excitation and refocusing pulses of the SE sequence, allows only incomplete excitation of the surrounding tissue.
The minimal standard deviation of the ceramic implant results (FFE: 6.5 ± 4.3 %; SE: 6.4 ± 2 %; UTE: 5.3 ± 2.3 %) indicates position and orientation independence of this implant type. In the case of titanium implants, a strong dependence of the artifacts on implant position and particularly orientation was observed as shown by the significant variability of the results (FFE: 1766 ± 348 %; SE: 2157 ± 810 %; UTE: 1398 ± 562 %).
As expected and also proven by other studies [11, 13, 15, 22, 23] , all titanium implants caused artifacts, some of which were quite significant, thereby rendering evaluation of the implant shape and the structures near the implant impossible. Therefore, the MRI technique currently cannot be used as an alternative to conventional imaging methods in the region of titanium implants. However, ceramic implants and the immediate vicinity can be visualized clearly and pre- cisely so that MRI can be considered as an alternative method for monitoring the healing process of ceramic implants.
Currently available data
Diagnostic imaging is important for reducing implant risks [24 -26] . The use of OPG for preoperative planning and postoperative assessment of standard titanium implants currently represents the clinical standard [27] . In contrast to other disciplines [3, 4, 10 -12, 28] , the use of MRI is limited in dentistry due to the susceptibility to metalinduced artifacts [11, 14, 19] . Metal objects cause artifacts and image distortion in MRI [11, 13, 15, 22] . The resulting artifacts vary based one differences in the susceptibility of the materials being used, the shape and orientation of the object, the material composition, and the magnetic field strength [10, 11, 14, 22, 29, 30] . Although titanium dental implants have been classified as biocompatible for many years and represent the gold standard in dental implantology due to their positive material properties [13, 31 -33] , ceramic implants have been having a renaissance in recent years [20, 23, 34, 35] . Various studies have proven excellent osseointegration, high biocompatibility, and a positive tissue response [35 -39] . Moreover, studies have shown a connection between titanium implants and allergic reactions, inflammation, hematological and metabolic toxicity and hypersensitivities to metal components [35 -37, 39] . The new generation of ceramic implants offers new possibilities in the field of implantology.
In an in vitro study, Duttenhofer et al. compared MRI vs. conventional X-ray methods (OPG, DVT and CT) for examining titanium and ceramic implants in order to evaluate the accuracy of the methods for preimplant planning and postoperative followups [27] . They were able to show that the quality of preoperative imaging was the same for all methods. However, significant image distortion in postoperative imaging was seen in the case of titanium implants in contrast to ceramic implants.
Matsuura et al. examined 6 different types of ceramic, pure titanium, and titanium alloys for susceptibility artifacts. The results confirmed the conclusion of other studies that all tested ceramics resulted in much less significant artifacts than the examined metals [40] . They concluded that ceramic is the biomaterial that is best suited for reducing artifacts when using MRI [40] .
This study confirmed that titanium implants cause major artifacts in every examined measurement technique [11, 13, 15, 31] , while the images of all examined ceramic implants were artifact-free. Therefore, it can thus be assumed that ceramic implants can be visualized in precise detail with MRI. Thus, MRI can be used as an alternative to the gold standard, X-ray imaging, as long as there are no metal objects in the immediate vicinity [27] .
Clinical significance
The investigated MRI methods cannot be used to evaluate the periphery of titanium implants. However, the results show that ceramic implants can be precisely visualized with various MRI methods. It can be assumed that MRI can play an increasingly relevant role in the evaluation of implantation results as well as the evaluation of the healing process and the diagnosis of peri-implant complications at least in the case of ceramic implants.
Limitations
The effect of the position and orientation of the implant relative to the direction of the static magnetic field was not systematically examined. However, a significant relationship between titanium implant-induced artifacts and implant orientation can be concluded from the observed variability of the results.
The evaluation method used in this study did not include analysis of possible distortions and it is theoretically possible for distortion of the examined implant with the same volume to occur. This was not observed in the visual assessment of the results but may require further study.
Moreover, the measurement sequences used in this study are not sequences used in the clinical routine. Undersampling (parallel imaging, compressed sensing) was not used to accelerate the process and the geometric isotropic coverage of the measurement volume resulted in unacceptable measurement times for the clinical routine in particular for the spin echo and UTE techniques.
Conclusion
The results of this study showed that MRI technology could be an alternative to conventional radiology, CT and DVT for the evaluation of ceramic implants since, in contrast to titanium implants, both the ceramic implant and the peri-implant region can be effectively visualized in vitro with MRI. Thus, it is possible to obtain relevant information for diagnosis and treatment decisions in the case of peri-implant complications without radiation exposure ▶ Table 7 Mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) of the volume and relative error for the titanium (#3, #6) and ceramic (#8) implant series. and with improved visualization of the surrounding soft tissue via the three-dimensional visualization of the implant periphery.
